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When you first start the application, you need to enter a username (you can 

choose any) and set an avatar (optional). The application does not require any 

registration or link to your phone number or email account. Communication in 

Radio is totally anonymous.

Tap this          to continue. Communication in Radio is based on social network 

principles. The main menu is represented by the list of meeting rooms and consists 

of three main sections:

All rooms

Recent

Favorites
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To communicate in Radio app you need to go into one of the rooms or create your own.

"All rooms" is a common list of all rooms that were created by the application users.

"Recent" is a list of recently visited rooms.

"Favorites" represent the rooms that you yourself have added to "Favorites". 

You can add a room to your "Favorites" only while in it. 

In the upper right corner, there is a search button. Tap it to enter the name of the room you want to find.

John Doe

You can find the room you need also by looking through the entire list.

Warning! 

"Popular" rooms i.e. the rooms with active users are displayed at the very top of the commonl list:
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You can also see the number of room guests. 

3
Basketball

You can update the room list by swiping down the screen.

In the upper right corner is a drop-down menu icon.

Tap it to access the application settings, to exit or to learn more about application version.

John Doe

John Doe
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To start communication go into any room (rooms with active users are displayed at the top of the common list) 

or create your own. To create your own room, use the corresponding button in the lower right corner of the 

main screen.

Then create the room you want.

You can give the room any name (other than existing ones), choose room color, and protect the access with a 

password as well.

Warning!

In the latter case, only those who know the password can get into your room. You will also need to enter a 

password when you want to enter your room next time.

The password-protected rooms have a lock icon next to the room name when displayed in the list of rooms.
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When creating a password, you can check it using the corresponding button.

By tapping the checkmark in the upper right corner of the screen, you complete the creation of the room and 

get inside. Take a look inside your room.

Warning! 

Only online communication is possible in the application. You must be 

online in the application to communicate with other users. The central 

buttons are used for live communication, not for recording voice 

messages!
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There are 3 voice communication modes + chat available. Switch the modes by tapping the corresponding 

button at the bottom of the screen.

WA L K I E-TA L K I E  M O D E

In Walkie-talkie mode, talking time is limited to 30 seconds, thereby giving others the chance to speak. The 

conversation starts after pressing the central button and ends after the user releases his finger. 

When you speak, the central button is inactive for other users. Thus, they cannot interrupt you while you speak 

for 30 seconds. After the end of 30 seconds time limit, you can continue talking by pressing the central button 

again (if another user did not manage to do it before).

Warning! 

Only the creator of the room can switch communication modes. Other users cannot do this and must use the 

mode chosen by creator of the room.
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Warning! 

In the upper right corner, you can switch between handset, silent and speaker mode. In Walkie-talkie mode, 

please select speaker mode (by default, the room is set to handset mode)!  If you do not want to listen to the 

conversation in the room, please select silent mode. The handset mode is convenient when making a 

conference call (described below).
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In Conference mode, you can communicate simultaneously with multiple contacts.

In Conference mode, you can communication through the handset as with normal call. At the same time the 

screen will go out for energy saving. 

Warning! 

To start a conference call, you need to press the central button! Otherwise, your interlocutors will not hear 

what you are saying.
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In Broadcast mode, the central button is active only for the room owner. The central button is inactive and the 

mike is blocked for remaining users. Only you speak and the others listen with no opportunity to interrupt you. 

Do not forget to press the central button to start broadcasting.

This mode is great for lectures, seminars, etc. During your broadcast, the other guests can post comments in 

the room chat to which you can immediately respond. After you have finished the broadcast, you can switch to 

Conference or Walkie-Talkie mode and discuss everything that you talked about.
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In Radio, you can send instant text messages to other users.

A red dot appears next to the word Chat when you have unread messages from other room guests.

You can also configure new message vibration in Settings (description below).
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You can see your location and location of other room guests on the application map. You can open the map 

partially or in fullscreen mode using the corresponding buttons.

Warning! 

Displaying your location is disabled by default! You can activate it in the lower right corner of the map screen.
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After activating the geolocation function, the avatar that you set when you started the application will appear 

on the map. If you did not set the avatar then on the map will appear just a colored circle with the first letters 

of your username.

For the proper work of Radio geolocation function, you must comply with the relevant settings of your Binom 

smartphone. In phone Settings / Security & privacy / Location / Mode / High accuracy must be activated for 

location determination.

TB

Warning! 

Geolocation is carried out using the GPS sensor in your smartphone that receives satellite signals and 

calculates your location. In places inaccessible to the GPS signal, such as underground car parks and 

basements, tunnels, subways, etc., displaying your location on the map may not work even if you activated the 

geolocation function. The phone needs some time to determine its location using the GPS signal after you exit 

the subway, tunnel, parking, etc. When you first start the application, it may also take several minutes until your 

location appears on the map after activating the geolocation function.
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Use this button to see your location on 
the map in more detail.

Map scaling.

Tapping this button zooms the map in such a way as to display the location of 
all room guests that have activated the geolocation function.

Fullscreen mode.

Enable/disable geolocation (function is disabled by default).

S E T T I N G S

In the upper right corner of the screen is the Settings icon.

Tap it to access the Settings bar.
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S H OW U S E R S

Tap "Show users" to see who is currently in the room.

Eric Williams

Eric Williams

Eric Williams

Emma Black

Emma Black

Emma Black

You can perform moderation of users in your rooms.
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S H OW U S E R S

You can:

Mute the user you do not want to listen. 

The muted user will hear everything, but will not be able to participate in conversation - 

his central button is inactive.

In this case, the user is forcibly kicked out of the room. You can choose the "punishment" period for such a 

user. The user will not be able to get into the room until the assigned period expires.

Ban the user who violates the communication rules in your room.

Emma Black

Eric Williams

You are banned from this room
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R O O M  S E T T I N G S  /  H I D D E N  R O O M

In this section, you can manage your room settings:

In hidden mode, the room will disappear from the common list in the main menu and 

will not be displayed in the search results.

Change room name

Change room color

Change or remove password

Hide the room from the common list

Warning! 

The room will be visible only to those users who, while in the room, added it to Favorites. Thus, if you want to 

create a hidden room, you must first create an ordinary room, invite users there, tell them to add the room to 

Favorites and then change the room’s settings hiding it from the common list.
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R O O M  S E T T I N G S  /  H I D D E N  R O O M

When changing the status of a room the corresponding icon appears:

To save the settings, tap the checkmark in the upper right corner of the screen:

2
Accounting

Emma Black
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A P P L I CAT I O N  S E T T I N G S

Eric Williams

In the application settings, you can:

Change your avatar

Change your username

Set new user vibration. When you are inside, the phone will vibrate every time when another user enters the 

room.

Set new message vibration. The phone will vibrate every time other users send messages in the room's chat.

Save chat history. You can save or not save the chat history in the room. If you choose to save chat history, all 

messages are stored only on your device and nowhere else. There is no server data storage in Radio app!

Enable click sound. You will hear a specific sound indicating the pressing of the central button in Walkie-

talkie mode.

Set channel release sound. You will hear a specific sound each time you remove your finger from the central 

button in Walkie-Talkie mode.

Warning!

The creator of the room can delete the room if he wants. In this case, the entire chat history, even if you select 

"Save chat history", will be permanently deleted along with the room.
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E N A B L E  /  D I SA B L E  G EO LO CAT I O N

A D D  /  D E L E T E  F R O M  FAVO R I T ES

R E M OV E  H I STO RY

The geolocation function can be enabled / disabled not only by tapping the corresponding icon on the map, 

but also in dropdown menu settings.

Choose "Add to Favorites" to add this room to your Favorites list. When displayed in the menu, rooms added 

to Favorites are marked with a star icon.

Choose "Remove history" to delete chat history in this room.

Choose "Remove from Favorites" to remove this room from your Favorites list. 

Warning!

If it was a hidden room, you can no longer find it after removing from the Favorites list. If you are the creator of 

a hidden room, you will still see it in the common list and in Recent, but not in Favorites.

Warning!

Choosing "Remove history”, you delete the chat history only for yourself. Chat history remains available to other 

users in the room. If the creator of the room deletes the room, its chat history is deleted along with the room. If 

you did not enable "Save chat history" in the application settings, the chat history is automatically deleted each 

time you leave the room.

Business lunches

Estonia

Eric Williams
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L E AV E  R O O M

To leave the room, please choose the corresponding dropdown menu bar. 

Then confirm your intention.

You can also leave the room by tapping the corresponding icon in the upper right corner of the screen:
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A B O U T RA D I O

H OW TO  D E L E T E  R O O M ?  

Information about the current version of the application installed on your device.

You can delete the room that you created by tapping the “X” opposite the name of the room in the 

“All rooms” menu section.

The same action, if you are in the "Recent" or "Favorites" section, will only remove the room from this section.

Warning! 

You can only delete rooms that you yourself created.
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NOTES

Being in one of the rooms of the Radio application you cannot simultaneously make voice calls in the 

Talkmate messenger.

John Doe

Emma Stone

Alex Smith




